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This official Minecraft book from Mojang opens up new worlds of construction. Minecraft Exploded

Builds is a medieval-themed building book, packed with guides, schematics and inspirational ideas

to construct, defend and customise your very own castle. Every build in this book is illustrated with a

detailed 'exploded' view, so readers can see exactly which blocks are used in the structures, both

inside and out. With hundreds of variations and additional features, readers can personalise every

aspect of their medieval fortress. With builds ranging from sturdy walls and turrets, to grandiose

throne rooms and dank, dark dungeons, readers can develop their own unique medieval kingdom

with ease. Collect all of the official Minecraft series to become the best Minecrafter you can be:

Minecraft The Survivors' Book of Secrets; Minecraft Blockopedia; Minecraft: Exploded Builds:

Medieval Fortress; Minecraft Beginner's Handbook; Minecraft Construction Handbook; Minecraft

Combat Handbook; and, Minecraft Redstone Handbook.
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Mojang is a games studio based in Stockholm, Sweden. Mojang was founded in 2009 by Markus

"Notch" Persson and Jakob Porser. Markus Persson is also the creator of Mojang's best-selling

game to date: Minecraft. The alpha version of Minecraft was launched in 2009, and the official game

went on sale in 2011. Since then over 100 million copies have been sold, across multiple platforms.

It is now the second best-selling video game of all time. In 2014, Mojang was bought by Microsoft.

The acquisition hasn't changed much about the company - they still release and support games on



multiple platforms, including iOS, Playstation and many more, as well as Windows and Xbox.

Mojang plan to keep their independent spirit and continue to treat their community with the respect

and honesty it deserves.

This book is amazing! It has complete exploded view diagrams of every room in the castle with

descriptions of the materials used ... including occasional recommendations for nice variations.

Directions are a bit hard to follow just by looking at exploded views. No count on how many blocks

across, etc. Great builds, but take a very long time to duplicate due to lack of notes or explanation.

Nice book! It is both imagination-stimulating and educational as the function of certain parts of a

medieval castle.

I love the build! BUT the book could be a little more clear on sooooo many things. They kinda just

leave you to figure it out. I had to scan it to zoom in close enough to count the individual blocks I

was not going to see otherwise. Great idea but it needs to be just a touch more thorough to say the

least.

Has some blow ups and excellent detail on the first tower, but after that the details are not complete.

This is a great book for adding medieval refinements to one's Minecraft worlds. They emphasize

ways to transform dull rectangular buildings (and long walls) into being more interesting to look

at.They have several variations on many of the aspects one needs for a medieval world (throne

rooms, villager houses, dungeons, portcullis) but do only have the "exploded" diagram for one of

each type. I found even the exploded diagrams a bit difficult to follow until I got the hang of them. Ive

replicated many of the non-exploded diagrams as well.Perhaps I just got unlucky, or else the

publisher chose an unfortunate combination of paper quality and inks, but the darks are way too

saturated to discern one shape or shading from another. Logs with wood planks and fence posts

attached are just dark blobs in the page, and the shadowing and "angle" of the pictures make them

harder to work with, too.Scale is an area where Minecraft, and the models here, sort of falter, too.

The structures are all 2-3 stories tall, so the peasants huts end up being as tall as the tower wall

turrets. (My solution was to not have the castle in line of sight when admiring the peasant huts.)I

wish they had given guides as to how much space would be needed. Many of the auxiliary



structures (trade center, tavern, animal yards, training grounds, etc) are 20+ blocks to a side. I

would recommend to anyone starting their own medieval fortress, that they outline (perhaps sand)

where everything will be, because things sit bigger on the landscape than one would expect. ;)I

bought this book for my son (age 11) to use, and he seems to have a little trouble with it, too. Itd

probably be easiest to be a collaborative effort with younguns, rather than something for them to do

on their own.

very comprehensive and other helpful hints to further your kingdom.
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